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This month's topic is undoubtably the worst part of rescue and although it doesn't happen often, I
wanted everyone to know how decisions are made about behavioral euthanasia.  It is also a topic that
no one will EVER agree upon and has A LOT of grey areas.  Behavioral euthanasia is the term used for
humanely ending a dog's life because of severe behavioral issues. Before I start I will say that legally
we are not allowed to possess a dangerous dog. The Missouri Statute 578.024 states that " A
"dangerous dog" is one that has bitten a person without provocation in the past and that bites a
person without provocation a second time. We currently have several dogs with bite histories.  Usually
when a dog bites, our first step is to set up an evaluation with a trainer to identify the trigger (if
unknown) and the dog typically completes a two week board and train stay to work on the issue(s). 
 Exceptions can be if a person is bit breaking up a dog fight or those working with feral/timid dogs. 
 After the board and train, an exit interview is done with the foster (or staff if no foster) and they are
given the information to continue to work with the dog. If the dog continues the behavior in multiple
environments, has been checked by the veterinarian and cleared of medical issues, and can not safely
be around people or there is no safe placement for the dog, the decision of humane euthanasia is
made.  It is important to know that these are not rash decisions and are discussed with a team as well
as the foster parent.   

Out of over 10,000 animals, 14 have been euthanized for behavioral issues in our care.  I can guarantee
you that many people lost sleep and shed many tears over each one of them.  We are fixers and of
course we want to fix everything but the harsh realization is, we can't.  We have to remember that we
have the responsibility to give EVERY dog the best chance possible while still keeping the community
safe.  Dogs bite for MANY reasons and most can be resolved or the trigger can be eliminated in the
right adoptive home.  It will never be a black and white policy as all bites and situations are different
but we are committed to giving each dog the same chance at rehabilitation.  
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Featured Employee - Meet Rebekah Redwing

I began volunteering for Rescue One in 2016
and in 2018 joined the Board of Directors as
the Treasurer. In March 2021, I was hired as
the Administrative Manager where I handle
the financial side of Rescue One which
includes deposits, fundraisers, grant writing,
bookkeeping and payables. I am also the HR
representative, assisting in on- and off-
boarding of employees and payroll. We
currently have an almost two-year-old son
and another son on the way so there is no
such thing as downtime but for fun we enjoy
spending time on walks, playing at the park
or doing anything outside!

                                         Meet Donna Sexton &
                                           Donna Stacye

Why do we love Rescue One?  As a foster that
has had numerous (100+) foster dogs
throughout the years , we have a say in the
match for their forever home. It's not just
about charging an adoption fee and getting a
dog into a home. It's about finding the perfect
match. So many dogs get discarded that just
need someone to show them that they are
loved. It's hard sometimes to let them go, but
when you see them become successful in
their new home, you breath a sign of relief
when you realize that someone else will love
them as much as you did. And you move on to
the next animal in need.

Featured Fosters -



NEW TRAININGS AVAILABLE

Featured Pets 
Needing Foster Homes

.  ROCKY

Rocky is in boarding at
the office and needs a
foster home that will
work on socialization. 
 He is great with other
dogs but does chase
cats.  Housebroken! 

2 year old Catahoula mix

RIZZOLI

Rizzoli is in boarding and
needs a foster home as
an only dog or maybe only
one other dog in he home.  
She is housebroken and
very sweet. Daycare
approved. 

2 year old Dane/Lab mix

OREO

Oreo is a sweet guy who
needs a foster that can
see that his bandages are
changed every 3 days. 
 He loves attention and
snacks.  He does have
daily medication.

5 year old cat

Rebecca Gehringer is now offering
training classes on Wednesday nights
in June! Please check out the events
when posted on Facebook to see if
dogs are allowed at each class.  I hope
everyone takes advantage of these
awesome tools to help your fosters!



OFFICE & CLINIC
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES 

These opportunities are daily during operating hours.

DOG WALKINGLAUNDRY 

CLEANING

We almost always have dogs in boarding
that need walked. The dog must be kept
on a leash and walking with no children
is preferred. 

The clinic and office are always in need
of help with laundry!  You can stop by
the office anytime during open hours
and pick up a bag to take home with
you.  

 Stop by the office or clinic and help
clean!  There is always something to
do, donations to put away, or kennels
to be cleaned. 

SOCIALIZATION
There are two kitten rooms at the clinic
that are usually filled with kittens that
need socialized or attention.  Please
check with the clinic before bringing
children. 

Clinic Announcement
The hours of operation will change a bit this summer
so it is best to call before you come by if you do not
have an appointment.  We will still be there 40 hours
per week but we are working with Dr. Rankin, Dr.
Horton, and Dr. Heywood's schedules so our half day
will change each week.  We also have a couple of
new employees on board so please be kind and
patient while they learn our systems and protocols. 
 Thank you!


